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Density function and distribution function
Function whose integral above a region describes the probability of an event that occurs in that boxplot density function and probability of a normal distribution N (0, â € â € â € Ã¯æ'2). Geometric visualization of the mode, median and average of a function of arbitrary probability density. [1] In the theory of the probability, a function of probability
density (pdf), or a density of a continuous random variable, is a function whose value in any sample (or point) in the sample space (the set of Possible values taken from the random variable) can be interpreted how to provide a relative probability that the value of the random variable would be the same as that sample. [2] In other words, while the
absolute probability for a casual variable continues to take any particular value is 0 (since there is an infinite set of possible values to be started), the value of the PDF in two different samples It can be used to deduce, in any particular draw of the random variable, what is more likely that the random variable is equal to a sample than the other sample.
In a more precise sense, the PDF is used to specify the probability of the random variable that is part of a particular range of values, unlikely to take any value. This probability is given by the integrate of the PDF of this variable on that range - that is, is given by the area below the function of density but above the horizontal axis and between the
lower and larger values of the range. The probability density function is not negative anywhere and its integral throughout the space is equal to 1. Even the terms "distribution function of the probability" [3] and "Probability function" [4] were also used To indicate the probability density function. However, this use is not standard among probabilities
and statistics. In other sources, the "distribution function of the probability" can be used when the probability distribution is defined as a function on the series of general values or can refer to the cumulative distribution function or can be a mass function of probability ( PMF) rather than density. The same "density function" itself is also used for the
probability mass function, which leads to further confusion [5]. In general, however, the PMF is used in the context of discrete random variables (random variables that take values on a numberable set), while the PDF is used in the context of continuous random variables. Example Suppose that the bacteria of a particular species generally live from 4
to 6 hours. The probability that a bacterium lives exactly 5 hours is equal to zero. A lot of bacteria live for about 5 hours, but there is no possibility that a bacterium dies exactly 5.0000000000 ... hours. However, the probability that the bacterium dies between 5 hours and 5.01 hours is quantifiable. Suppose the answer is 0.02 (ie, 2%). Thus, the
probability that the bacterium dies between 5 hours and 5.001 hours should be about 0.002, as this time interval is a tenth until the previous one. The probability that the bacterium dies between 5 hours and 5.0001 hours should be about 0.0002, and so on. In these three examples, the relationship (probability of dying during an interval) / (interval
duration) is approximately constant and equal to 2 per hour (or 2 hours ". For example, there is 0.02 probability to die in the range of 0.01 hours between 5 and 5.01 hours, and (probability 0.02 / 0.01 hours) = 2 hours ¢ '1. This quantity 2 hours is called the probability density to die around 5 hours. Therefore, the probability that the bacterium dies at
5 hours can be written as (2 hours) DT. This is the probability that the bacterium dies inside an infinitesimal window of about 5 hours, where DT is The duration of this window. For example, the Live more than 5 hours, but shorter than (5 hours + 1 nanoseconds), it is (2 hours) Ãƒ- (1 nanosecond) Ã ¢ â € 6- 10Ã ¢ '13 (using the conversion of the unit
3.6Ãƒ-1012 nanoseconds = 1 hour). There is a chance density feature F with F (5 hours) hours) 2 hours ¢ '1. Full of F on any window of time (not only infinitesimal Windows but also large windows) is the probability that the bacterium dies in that window. Univariate distributions Absolutely continuous A probability density function is more commonly
associated with absolutely continuous univariate distributions. A random variable x {displaystyle x} has densitÃ fx {displaystyle f_ {x}}, where fx {displaystyle f_ {x}} is a non-negative function in lebesgue-integrable, if: pr [a ã, Â Â € ° Â¤ X Ã ¢ â € œB] = Â «ABF X (X) DX. {Displaystyle pr [a leq x {a} ^ {b} f_ {x} (x), right.} Then, if fx {displaystyle
f_ {x}} ¨ The cumulative distribution function of X {DisplayStyle X}, then: fx (x) = Ã, â â â â â Ã ¢ å xf x (u) du, {displaystyle f_ {x} (x) = int _ { - infty} ^ {x} f_ {x} (u) and (if fx {displaystyle f_ {x}} is continuous on x {displaystyle x}) fx (x) = ddx fx (x) . {displaystyle f_ {x} (x) = {frac {d} {dx}} f_ {x} (x).} Intuitively, you can think afx (x) dx
{displaystyle f_ {x} (x) dx} as the probability of x {displaystyle x} which falls within the infinitesimal range [x, x + dx] {displaystyle [x, x + dx]}. Formal definition (this definition can be extended to any probability distribution that uses the probability theoretical definition.) A random variable X {DisplayStyle X} with values in a measurable space (X,
A) {DisplayStyle ({ Mathcal {x}}, {mathcal {a}})} (usually rn {displaystyle mathbb {r} ^ {n}} with the bobel sets as measurable subsets) has the distribution of the odds xÃ. -p ON (x, a) {displaystyle ({mathcal {x}}, {mathcal {a}})}: the density of x {displaystyle x} compared to a reference measurement Î¼ Â¼ {DisplayStyle mu} ON (x, a)
{displaystyle ({mathcal {x}}, {mathcal {a}})} the radonÃ ¢ â,¬ "nikodym derivative: f = dx Ã ¢ - pd î¼Â¼. { DisplayStyle f = {frac {dx _ {*} p} {d mu}}.} ie, f is any function measurable with the property that: PR [x Ã ¢ a] = Ã, â «x Ã, '1 to dp = Ã, â «a fd î¼Â¼ {displaystyle pr [x a a] = int _ {x ^ {- 1} a}, dp = int _ {a} f , D MU} For any set
measurable to Ã, A. {DisplayStyle A in {mathcal {A}}.} Discussion in the univariate case continues above, the reference measure is the measure of Lebesgue. The probability mass function of a discrete random variable is the density with respect to the sample space counting measure (usually the set of whole numbers or some subset). It is not
possible to define a density with reference to an arbitrary measure (eg it is not possible to choose the counting measurement as a reference for a continuous random variable). Moreover, when it exists, the density is almost everywhere unique. Further details Unlike a probability, a function of probability density can take greater values than one; For
example, uniform distribution on the interval [0, Ã, 1/2] has a odds of probability f (x) Ã ¢ = Ã Ã, 2 for 0 Ã ¢ Â¤ x Ã ¢ â € œ Â¤ 1/2 EF (x) Ã ¢ = Ã, 0 elsewhere. Standard normal distribution has the odds of probability f (x) = 1 2 Ã¯ â,¬ and Ã ¢ 'x 2/2. {displaystyle f (x) = {frac {1} {sqrt {2 plus}}}; e ^ {- x ^ {2} / 2}.} If a random variable X is given x
and its distribution admits a quantity of odds f, therefore the expected value of x (if the existing expected value) can be calculated Like and ã, [x] = Ã, â â â Ã ¢ å¾ Ã ¢ Å¾ xf (x) DX. {DisplayStyle OPERATORNAME {E} [x] = INT _ {- INFTY} _ {INFTY} X {INFTY} X, F (X), DX.} Not any distribution of the probability has one Densità function: Discrete
distributions the random variables do not do it; Né the deployment of the singer, even if it has no discreet components, I.E., does not allow positive probability at any individual point. A distribution has a density function if and only if its cumulative distribution function f (x) is continues. In this case: F is almost everywhere differentiative and its
derivative can be used as a density of probability: D D X F (X) = f (x). {displaystyle {frac {d} {dx}} f (x) = f (x).} If a distribution of the probability admits a density, then the IL of each set of a point {a} is zero; The same applies to finished and numberable sets. Two odds of probability F and G represent the same distribution of the probability
precisely if they differ only on a zero lebesgue measurement set. In the field of statistical physics, a non-formal reformulation of the upper relationship between the derivative of the cumulative distribution function and the probability density function is generally used as a definition of the probability density function. This alternative definition is the
following: If DT is an infinitely small number, the probability that X is included inside the interval (T, Ã ¢ TÃ ¢ + ¢ dt) is the same af (t) Ã ¢ DT, O: PR (T
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